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6.1  Network and Deployment Scenarios

For the migration process a set of common operations and functionality can be 
identified. These are located in the Migration Service Platform in order to be able 
to reuse code, hereby reducing the coding effort required by application develop-
ers. These functions in particular focuses on networking issues and management 
of distributed information. In the following part of this chapter we elaborate these 
common functions, namely Mobility Support, Context Management, Migration Or-
chestration and Trigger Management functionalities.

6.2  Network Domain and Entities

The OPEN Network domain is separated from the application server-client domain, 
such that the interaction between the Application server and the OPEN domain 
remains unchanged, and that the OPEN architecture introduced in Chap. 4, does 
not make any assumption on the interaction with the application server. Figure 6.1 
shows the main entities involved in the support of the migration process.

It can be seen in Fig. 6.1 that there are three major OPEN aware entities, and only 
the application server is not assumed to be changed in any way. This keeps deploy-
ment of existing applications using server-client architecture simple, since only the 
client may need to be adapted to be integrated with the Migration Service Platform. 
In Table 6.1 an overview of the entity definitions are listed.

The important characteristics of the platform is that the platform in a general 
use situation, it appears transparent to the user, until that user or an external event 
triggers a migration. Following the trigger the platform suspends the current ongo-
ing activity and overtakes control of the involved clients inside the OPEN domain, 
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whereafter it shifts the suspended application execution from one device to another 
and once ready, the platform releases the application activity for continued user 
interaction. From the user perspective, some key requirements to the performance 
of the network support platform exist, namely:

• low migration delay as to interrupt the user as least as possible
• low network overhead in order to reduce communication and energy cost
• security and trust in that the process only involves the right and trusted devices
• autonomous migration trigger mechanism in order to be able to detect and trigger 

migrations based on potential issues not visible to users e.g. congested network.
• low failure rates as any migration failure will at best annoy the user, and at worst 

lead to loss of data in the application

6.3  Deployment Scenarios

The deployment of the OPEN platform is not entirely independent of the network 
scenario in which it is working. The focus and main characteristics of the OPEN 
platform is that the major network entities, the Mobility Anchor Point and OPEN 

Fig. 6.1  OPEN network domain and major entities considered

Table 6.1  Definition of OPEN entities and their role in the migration process
OPEN Client Clients execute the applications. Applications executed on the clients can be 

OPEN Platform-aware or not aware
OPEN Server An OPEN specific network element that supports the migration between 

clients
OPEN Mobility 

Anchor Point
An OPEN specific network element that ensures data streams at transport 

layer are directed to the correct device, transparent to the application server
Application  

Server
Any type of application server that provides services to client applications
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Server have fixed locations in the network and are available to the clients at all 
times. This is not the case in ad-hoc networks, for example where connectivity 
between the key entities is not always guaranteed, in enterprise networks where 
firewalls may become a challenge or in home networks were NAT problems have to 
be addressed in order to perform the operations necessary to carry out the migration 
process. 

As a part of the network support, the Migration Service Platform is also respon-
sible for reconfiguration of the network e.g. by changing connection as to meet 
application requirements if needed.

6.4  Overview of the Network Support

 A full overview of all modules for the Migration Service Platform, and their respec-
tive location among the various network entities are shown in Fig. 6.2.

The following sections describe the key components within the Migration Ser-
vice Platform, namely the Migration Orchestration, the Trigger Management, the 
Mobility Support and the Context Management. The remaining modules can be 
seen as auxiliary modules which are not directly needed for the migration process 
but supports the key components in some other way.

6 Service Migration Network Support

Fig. 6.2  Overview of modules in the various OPEN network entities
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6.5  Migration Orchestration and Orchestration 
Procedure

The migration process is supported by a number of core components, which are il-
lustrated in Fig. 6.3. On the right, a Migration Orchestration module is responsible 
for executing the migration process in a timely manner, e.g. starting, stopping and 
pausing applications, ensuring the state transfer is initiated at the right time between 
the right devices and so on. Hence, this module determines effectively how to mi-
grate an application. In the middle, the module Trigger Management is responsible 
for the evaluation of the given circumstances with respect to possible migration 
objectives. Based on context information that describes the situation of involved 
objects and entities, the Trigger Management will issue a trigger to the Migration 
Orchestrator when it is time to migrate, i.e. in effect this block determines when 
and where to migrate.

On the left, the Context Management Framework provides the necessary context 
information that allows the Trigger Management to make decisions about when 
to migrate. Context information is usually distributed and dynamic in nature, so a 
dedicated module that ensures access to any required information is needed. Hence, 
this module responds to the question what and how information used to make 
decisions upon the migration process is answered. Underlying those components, 
the mobility support works to ensure that the platform and the applications does not 
run into connectivity problems, before, during and after migration, and enables the 
Migration Orchestration to reconfigure the network as needed.

Figure 6.4 shows a generic overview of how the OPEN entities interact with the 
client devices and the users of the OPEN platform. The interaction diagram assumes 
all entities are familiar with the IP address of the Migration Server, e.g. via DNS 
lookup, service discovery or a static configuration, and is only showing a very general 
and high level case whereas some application may require more or less interaction.

Once the OPEN Server is started, it initializes all the internal modules, after 
which the OPEN Mobility Anchor Point can be started and registered at the OPEN 

Fig. 6.3  Module overview of key blocks for supporting migratory services
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Server. Clients will now need to register information regarding device capabilities, 
OPEN enabled applications and their respective modules (if any) etc., which later 
will be used to identify capable migration candidates.

When the application starts, a startup event will be pushed from the source cli-
ent to the OPEN Server. This will make the OPEN Server start evaluating contexts 
of the different registered applications on different devices in order to decide if 
there are any opportunities for a better user experience regarding the application 
usage. If another OPEN Client applications on different devices becomes avail-
able for migration and the OPEN Server decides that migration is beneficial to 
the user, the OPEN Server will make the target device prepare for migration. This 
includes fetching the required application if it is not already present on the device, 
establishing a connection to the OPEN Mobility Anchor Point, and registering 
the application and components with the OPEN Server. Following this step, the 
OPEN Server will extract the application state from the source client device and 
transfer it to the application on the target device after which the application can 
be resumed on the target client device. The migration process can happen multiple 
times with multiple client devices and multiple users involved. At some point in 
time the user and the client devices can choose to leave the OPEN Platform by 
unregistering.

Notice that the migration process may not always follow these exact steps. For 
example the state transfer may not be necessary or be so complex that it involves 
several activities, or the target device may not be visible for the OPEN Server be-
fore much later than shown in Fig. 6.4, whereas it makes no sense to do the registry 
at the time shown in the figure, but only when it becomes visible.

In effect, the migration actually relates to the configuration of the system within 
the OPEN domain, so for example, a conversation between two people can be ex-

Fig. 6.4  Generic overview of migration process
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ecuted with both an audio and video stream or with an audio stream only, depend-
ing on the device capabilities. How the application is being executed we refer to as 
configuration, and it is up to the OPEN Server, by all its knowledge to decide upon 
which configuration the application should use (see Fig. 6.5).

The configuration that has been decide by the OPEN Server, is then executed 
by whichever means possible by the OPEN Server, potentially involving the Mo-
bility Anchor Point which assist keeping a session going while doing the change 
of configuration. In some cases, e.g. if the notion of a session is not really mean-
ingful, this may not be needed, while in other cases it may be vital. Relating 
to the respective components, the Context Management Framework provides 
the necessary information to build these configurations in conjunction with the 
Application Logic Reconfiguration, while the Trigger Management determines 
when to change configuration and the Migration Orchestration decides how to 
execute the configuration change which potential involves the Application Logic 
Reconfiguration.

6.6  Context Management

Context information describes the situation of any entity and constitutes the in-
formation that is relevant to the entity itself and its interaction with the environ-
ment (Dey 2000). For the migration process, context information is a key indica-
tor on when and how to migrate applications and services. Which information 
depends on the entity and its activity, whereas getting the information is a process 
that reuses a set of common functionality which are discovery and access to dy-
namic information distributed in the environment and accessed via a network 
infrastructure, being either wired, wireless or both. The common functionalities 
are search, discovery, access, distribution, caching. Thus context management re-
lieves the application developer from these activities and allows him to focus on 
the usage of context in formation (Bauer et al. 2006). The Context Management 
Framework (CMF) originates from the Ist project MAGNET Beyond (MAGNET 
2010) and was developed in Java. In OPEN, this framework even has been further 
developed to accommodate the diverse environment that the CMF is required to 
operate in.

Fig. 6.5  Example of configuration of a system. A change in configuration means a migration 
executed by the OPEN server
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6.7  Internal Structure, Architecture and Interaction

6.7.1   Internal Structure and Architecture

The major entity in the framework is the Context Agent, which implements the nec-
essary functionality to ensure efficient gathering and distribution of context infor-
mation. The framework assumes a context agent is running on each node within the 
operational domain. All agents have to be connected to an agent with the special 
role of knowing what context information is available within its network domain. 
We call this context agent for the Context Management Node (CMN). All context 
agents register their local information to this node type, and may use it to search for 
context information within the network domain. Further, the Context Management 
Node can connect to other Context Management Nodes via an overlay network of 
other Context Management Nodes, which allows a scalable setup of context agents. 
The Context Management Node can either be set via configuration files, or selected 
via a master selection algorithm. In OPEN the context agent running on the OPEN 
Server is a natural choice of being the Context Management Node, since all nodes 
involved in a migration are already aware of the OPEN Server network location, and 
therefore there is no need to decide upon a Context Manager. Thus, the selection of 
the Context Manager as the OPEN Server reduces needs for detection and election 
mechanisms for the Context Management Framework. Details on internal of the 
framework works are described in (MAGNET 2010; MAGNET D2.3.1; MAGNET 
D2.3.2). Figure 6.6 gives an overview of the internal components of a Context Agent.

In the middle of the Context Agent, the Context Access Manager (CAM) is re-
sponsible for constructing and maintaining a list of information locally available 
for the Context Agent. This list also includes information of what information is 
available in the given network. On the right, the Context Aware Security Manager 
(CASM) ensures that all input/output is being checked with respect to privacy and 
security requirements, e.g. requests for location information may have associated 
privacy policies that may need to be enforced at the CASM. The Communication 
Module (NetCOM) ensures that internal data objects are (de)serialized and trans-
ported effectively between Context Agents. The Context Management Interface 
(CMI) ensures the interface between the internal components and the external client 
applications and services that use the Context Agent. This interface is defined by 
the so called Context Access LAnguage (CALA) which is an XML formatted query 
language (MAGNET D2.3.1). Then, there is the Context Agent Controller (CAC), 
which basically ensures correct configuration of the internal components via dedi-
cated configuration files. Finally, there are the components Data Source Abstraction 
Manager (DSAM) and Processing Manager (PM) which maintain and control plug-
gable modules called Retrieves and Processing units. Retrievers are small software 
components which create the interfaces between some measurable information, e.g. 
ambient temperature, noise level, OS status, or network conditions and the internal 
of the Context Agent. Processing Units do not themselves interact with data sources 
in the same way as Retrievers do, but are still producing and offering information 

6 Service Migration Network Support
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via inference, logic, or other heuristic algorithms, and base their produced context 
information on already existing information in the framework. To get required in-
formation the Processing Units are requesting or subscribing to context information 
in the (nearly) same way as any other applications and services (the main difference 
is that Processing Units uses internal java objects and methods for communications, 
while applications and services uses the XML-RPC interface). Once they have the 
information needed, they execute which ever heuristic algorithm they implement 
in order to produce new types of context information. As a part of the processing 
component, there is also a Storage, which offers a simple database functionality to 
the applications, services and Processing Units that may need it.

6.7.2   Interaction with the Context Management Framework

From the application point of view, the CMF provides a single interface, that is, an 
XML-RPC implementation of the CMI supporting the Context Access Language 
(CALA) (MAGNET D2.3.2). Both reactive as well as proactive subscription based 
access methods are supported, and for the latter both periodic update or event driven 
updates are supported if needed. The different methods of accessing context are 
done by different CALA type queries which include potentially settings, e.g. the 
update time interval for a periodic update. At this level, the workings of a context 
agent can be summarized as shown in Fig. 6.7.

Not only can this interface be used to retrieve the information stored at the cho-
sen Context Agent, but also in any other agent in the same CMF deployment. This 
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Fig. 6.6  Overview of internal components of a context agent, which are running on each node 
within the OPEN network domain
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is due to the internal distribution of information availability in the Context Manage-
ment Framework (MAGNET D2.3.2).

When application requests information, the Retrievers, Processing Units and 
Storage of every Context Agent in the network are called upon to retrieve the 
needed data. Scalability issues are solved by exchanging the available data indexes 
among Context Management Nodes and thus preventing the activation of unneces-
sary Agents (see Fig. 6.8).

A key feature with the interaction of the XML-RPC queries for the application, is 
that it is possible to scope queries via specific CALA formatted queries (MAGNET 
D2.3.2), so that applications have some control of where queries are focused (e.g. 
node local, same network domain, overlay network, in time and/or space). The above 
is merely a brief overview of the roles and functionalities of the internal components 
in the Context Management Framework, to get the full extent of the interaction and 
workings of the framework, see (MAGNET D2.3.1) and (MAGNET D2.3.2).

6.7.3   Adapting the Context Management Framework

The mobility in the OPEN scenarios calls for the dynamic addition and removal of 
sensors. When an application is migrated, the devices in the new environment have 
to be taken into consideration: new sensors might be available which enrich the 
user interaction with the application or define its behavior. Likewise the user might 

Fig. 6.7  Internal interaction between various components inside the context agent
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unplug the keyboard when he takes a device away, or might walk off the line-of-
sight of the display she/he was using.

All these events can be monitored by the CMF, which would then work together 
with the Device Discovery module, or with other applications that require context 
information, like the Trigger Management.

It is therefore clear that supporting the addition and removal of devices and sen-
sors provides for greater adaptability and a tailored, as small as possible deployment 
at all times.

Additionally, being able to reconfigure context agents, and the knowledge of 
the environment where they run, provide support for advanced features, such as 
running processing tasks in the most powerful or less battery-dependent devices, 
or perform operations that require high amounts of data as close to the data source 
as possible, thus minimizing bandwidth usage and therefore both cost and battery. 
Further, the argument of having multiple java component and applications running 
on only one Java Virtual Machine instead of one each is also a part of the consid-
erations. For these reasons the existing framework is not sufficient to address these 
dynamic situations as envisioned, hence it was decided to shift the framework to 
an OSGi environment (OSGi) to utilize its aspects and functionalities in this frame-
work to overcome the reconfiguration problem. In the following we describe how 
this is done and the perspectives of using OSGi.

OSGi allows a flexible control of services, i.e. installing, running, stopping and 
uninstalling them at runtime which in turns gives additional possibilities for con-
trolling active components as retrievers and/or processing units. This provides the 
building blocks for a support system that allows a dynamic component lifecycle 
management which was not possible in earlier version of the context management 

Fig. 6.8  Query and subscription distribution among the context agents within the OPEN network 
domain
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system. Each component in a Context Agent is a service in the OSGi framework, 
including any processing units and retrievers that may be used. Each of them is 
marked with a version number, which enables the system to check if the required 
version of a given component is fulfilling requirements of other components or 
the system itself. It also allows, if checked against a repository to see if the newest 
or a specific version is being used, or updates are required. This may be needed 
for components focusing on specific platforms, OS, or specific driver/hardware. 
For example a storage component/service in a mobile terminal would most likely 
require a different version than one on a laptop, or a retriever that fetches data on a 
specific sensor interface. This concerns the core components, as well as the more 
dynamic components as retrievers and processing units.

Figure 6.9 shows an example of how a context management support architecture 
would look like. In the infrastructure, e.g. the Internet, repositories of retriever and 
processing components are located from which Context Management Nodes may 
become aware of their availability. The repositories can be maintained by business 
entities offering context information, for example operators or small businesses.

Once the key components of the Context Agent are running, needed retrievers 
and processing units can be downloaded and installed from the repositories known 

6 Service Migration Network Support

Fig. 6.9  Outline of a support system for automatic configuration of context management frame-
work with remote repositories of retrievers and processing units
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a priori to the Context Management Node. Thereafter, they can be activated and the 
Context Agent can now offer the given context information.

In this way, the Context Management Framework is able to provide information 
as requested by the platform and application, and if needed, reconfigure itself with-
out further actions from the user, easing the use of the platform.

6.8  Trigger Detection and Management

The purpose of the Trigger Management (TM) module is to decide the configuration 
of the migratory system and its applications in order to fulfill the requirements of the 
user and the applications. If changes are needed in the way applications are running 
or deployed, a migration is performed. To decide upon a configuration, TM collects 
information about possible configurations of applications, devices and networks. 
These configurations constitute the options to choose among. The decision is made 
by comparing the requirements of the options to the capabilities of the platform 
and the environment—i.e. the context of the configuration/applications. Figure 6.10 
depicts the external modules necessary for TM to collect the described information.

The knowledge about the requirements and context has different origins, e.g.

• available configurations and requirements come from application logic recon-
figuration.

• device capabilities come from device discovery
• network capabilities come from device discovery and performance monitoring
• user preferences may be defined externally e.g. Default Delivery Context (2008) 

from W3C which specifies minimum required environment for experiencing the 
web.

Every piece of context information going into TM is formatted as XML in a CMF-
object.

The TM decides which configuration to choose based on a set of configurations 
made available by the ALR (see Chap. 7). The ALR collects information from the 
registered device about which application components are registered, and decides 
which combinations of components—constituting applications—are viable in cer-

Fig. 6.10  Overview of external modules necessary for trigger management to carry out its task
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tain settings. A configuration is a set of application components on a set of devices, 
which is determined able to run by the ALR module.

Deciding which configuration to use is done either manually based on the user 
input or automatically based on observations of contextual information. Figure 6.11 
illustrates the internals of the TM module. The context information and the ap-
plication configurations are input to the system mainly on the end terminals (some 
context information may come directly from system components) and the applica-
tion configurations are provided by the ALR client-side components of the ALR 
framework as described in Chap. 5. The later sections describe the use of scores in 
order to rank configurations to make a decision; the placement of these score func-
tions is also illustrated as an internal module on the server-side of the TM. TM does 
not have client-side components in this solution, as it is expected that all input from 
the client-side is communicated from the input suppliers (manual trigger from ap-
plications or migration client, or context providers) through the CMF.

Output from TM is sent to the Migration Orchestrator for execution in the form 
of a configuration in the same format as received from the ALR.

6.8.1   Manual Migration Triggering

Migration triggers can be generated manually by the user in the application or in 
the migration client. The manual form of triggering is for the most part based on 
by-passing trigger management, since manual trigger is interpreted as an intentional 
action from the user side.

Another situation where the user is involved is when the TM module automatical-
ly generates triggers, as described in the following section. In this case, the user may 
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Fig. 6.11  Overview of internal modules in trigger management and how they interact with the 
context management framework to collect network context information and ALR to have configu-
ration options and component requirements
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be asked to accept or reject a certain migration. If the user does not want to be asked 
each and every time a trigger is generated, authorization policies can be specified.

Such policies can be managed in the context management system and the deci-
sion about a certain trigger could be followed by a request to remember the deci-
sion on the trigger, which means that in the future, the user would not be consulted 
when the particular trigger is generated. This could also be more expressive in the 
sense that the policy could be on trigger types, devices, device types or alike in-
stead of individual triggers. This would be specified in the same semantic language 
as the configurations from the ALR, since a migration means to change from one 
configuration to another, and the question asked to the user regards whether these 
individual transitions (/migrations) are acceptable.

6.8.2   Automatic Migration Triggering

The TM can make its decision on which configuration to use in several ways, char-
acterized by level of complexity and how much information is used to make the 
decision. In the following, two methods are described; a score-based approach that 
has a low complexity but is not able to incorporate much information, and a Markov 
Decision Process (MDP)-based approach that has a higher complexity because it 
uses more information.

In general, the decision making mechanism in the TM relates observed context 
information to requirements of the configurations of the applications to migrate. 
The TM chooses the configuration that has the best fit to the observed context, and 
if this configuration is another than the one currently running, a migration trigger is 
issued, with the selected configuration as target.

The context information is collected via the CMF and provided by various 
monitoring components in the OPEN framework. In this chapter, the performance 
monitoring component is heavily used as context information provider, but context 
information could be provided by other components such as Device Discovery or 
the interface to service enablers in the network. The configurations, and thus re-
quirements, are provided by the ALR.

6.8.3   Score-Based Trigger Decision Approach

In the score-based approach, a score is calculated using a utility function for each 
configuration based on all its requirements and the state of the required parameters 
at a given time.

The utility function assigns a value to the user perceived application quality of 
the requirement being met by the system, and the extent to which it is met. The 
system is represented by the observed context information. The quality is represent-
ed by any quality-of-experience parameter, for instance Perceptual Evaluation of 
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Speech Quality (PESQ) for speech applications or Perceptual Evaluation of Video 
Quality (PEVQ) or Peak Signal-to-Noise ratio (PSNR) for video applications. The 
utilities are all represented in the same scale using mean opinion score (MOS) val-
ues so every quality-of-experience parameter must be mapped into MOS values, 
if they are not already so. The MOS scale represents the user perceived quality of 
a given application in a scale from 1 to 5, 1 being very bad and 5 being excellent. 
As the quality is application specific, the mapping is performed by the application 
developer, and thus general to the migration framework. An example of mapping 
between PSNR and MOS is described in (Klaue et al. 2003).

The final utility functions taking system parameters as input and giving quality 
as output are also specified by the application developers. These functions can be 
simple binary expressions (>, <, =) mapping input values or intervals to MOS, tabu-
lar expressions mapping input and output, or continuous or discrete functions. A 
general utility function is depicted in Fig. 6.12. The system parameters could be ob-
served in multiple ways, ranging from simple instantaneous samples, over moving 
averages and auto-regressive functions, to more complex (hidden) Markov models.

The general algorithm for making decisions based on scores it as follows:

1. Observe the system parameters P
2. Calculate the corresponding utility for each application configuration for each 

parameter
3. Average all utility values for a configuration C into one score using the following 

equation:

 S(C, PC) = 1
|PC |

∑
i∈PC

wiUC,pi
(pi(t))  Here wi are weights that can be used to rank 

utilities against each other, decided by the application developer and |PC| the 
number of parameters in configuration C.

 An assumption in the expression is that there is no correlation between sys-
tem parameters, which may not always hold (for instance, there is correlation 
between packet loss and delay in congested networks). These correlations can be 
included in the expression as additional utility functions, but have been left out 
here for simplicity.

4. Select configuration with maximum score: C∗ = max
C

(S(C, PC))

In the following we present an example of how to use the score based approach to 
make decisions in TM.
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The example system consists of one video streaming application that can oper-
ate in two configurations; high quality (HQ) and low quality (LQ). The HQ video 
stream is more sensitive to dropped packets (due long delays or drops in the net-
work) than the LQ video stream. If the network becomes very congested packets 
are dropped or delayed in the bottleneck queue. Late packets at the video client are 
dropped by the application. The trigger management system continuously chooses 
which configuration to use based on observed packet drops. A dropped packet in a 
streaming application is identified by being missing when due for playback.

We use two utility functions (U) when we have two configurations (HQ, LQ) 
evaluated over one system parameter, namely the packet drop rate. The configura-
tions are UHQ(packet drop rate) and ULQ(packet drop rate). These functions are 
derived from other works (voice example is shown in (Schwefel et al. 2007)). The 
two functions used in the example here are illustrated in Fig. 6.13. Other examples of 
utility function could be MOS-values in table form for screen resolution (Table 6.2):

Example mappings of video PSNR are depicted in Fig. 6.14.
When the system is running, TM constantly evaluates the system parameter—

in this example the packet drop rate—and calculates the instantaneous utility of 
all configurations. To illustrate this, two scenarios are considered; one normal 
(few losses, packet drop rate 0.01) and one congested (many losses, packet drop 
rate = 0.2). We can then use the utility functions to calculate the utilities of all con-
figurations for both scenarios:

Fig. 6.13  Example utility functions for voice. Left is HQ stream (from Schwefel et al. 2007), 
Right is LQ stream (created from left)
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Screen resolution [px] Utility [MOS]

320 × 240 1
640 × 480 2
800 × 600 3
1,024 × 768 4
1,600 × 1,200 5

Table 6.2  Example utility 
function for screen resolution 
in a given video application
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• Scenario normal:

− HQ: U(mode = HQ, packet drop rate = 0.01) = 4
− LQ: U(mode = LQ, packet drop rate = 0.01) = 2.8
−  selected configuration: HQ; score = 4

• Scenario congested:

− HQ: U(mode = HQ, packet drop rate = 0.2) = 2
− LQ: U(mode = LQ, packet drop rate = 0.2) = 2.8
−  selected configuration: LQ; score = 2.8

We see that using the score based approach we have a TM module that can make 
decisions on what configuration to use based on observed system parameters. The 
approach has the following

• Advantages:

− Utility functions are fast, since they do not require complex computation, but 
are merely lookups or function output calculation from input.

− The TM architecture supports any kind of score function, as long as the score 
function and the corresponding context information are available.

• Disadvantages:

− Since a score is based on the instantaneous calculation of utilities at time t, the 
selected configuration can only be considered best in that moment of time.

6 Service Migration Network Support

Fig. 6.14  Example MOS utility from video quality under different network conditions (high 
loss = 25% packet loss, few loss = 5% packet loss) (from Klaue et al. 2003)
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− The score approach does not incorporate expected future events/predicted 
observations as a simple extension—this would require extrapolation/predic-
tion of observations, based on heuristics or models of the environment.

− The score-based approach is not able to consider future decisions in the qual-
ity evaluation (e.g. given I choose A next time and B after that, A is the best 
choice now)

6.8.4   Model-Based Trigger Decision Approach

In the previous section, we illustrated how decisions can be made fast in the TM by 
calculating scores based on utilities for each configuration based on the current state 
of the system parameters. This method is fast and straight-forward, once the utility 
functions are in place, but it is not possible to include the effect on the system (or 
the application quality) of making a decision.

In this section we show how a more complex framework of Markov Decision 
Processes (MDP) can be used to integrate knowledge about the environment in the 
decision making. The objective of the framework is to find the optimal decision 
policy, which inherently considers (all) future decisions. Additionally, the MDPs 
include a notion of reward, which on one hand represents the utility of being in a 
state, but also can represent the cost of making a transition between states.

In order to make decisions based on a MDP, all system states must be modeled 
in a Markov chain, including system states S and possible actions A to take in each 
state. Moreover, transition probabilities P(s, a, s′) between all states are specified, 
and cost/reward R(s,a) for taking an action in a state is specified.

The example application and scenarios specified in the previous section is de-
picted as a MDP in Fig. 6.15. Application modes are HQ and LQ video, and network 
state is either normal (N) or congested (C), defined by the packet drop rate specified 
in the previous section.

The TM can choose to migrate between the application modes (LQ/HQ), but not 
control the state of the network, so the network state may change independently.

P(s, a, s′) for the example is listed in Table 6.3 for a = ‘nothing’, which means 
that the TM does not trigger a migration.

P(s, a, s′) for the example is listed in Table 6.4 for a = ‘migrate’, which means 
that the TM chooses to migrate, i.e. change the quality of the video stream, either 
from HQ to LQ or vice versa.

In the model, the knowledge of the dynamics of the underlying network is repre-
sented by p = P(s(t) = N | s(t−1) = N) and q = 1−p.

Reward of being in a state is determined by the score functions, expressed in 
MOS values, because a state represents an application mode and a system param-
eter at a certain value, and the reward expresses the utility of being in that state, in 
the example defined as (s) = [4 0 3 1]. The rewards are calculated by mapping the 
utility functions output specified in the previous section to the states and actions in 
the MDP.

R. Olsen et al.
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Migrating between modes has a cost as it interrupts the user, which is repre-
sented by a lower reward when taking an action that results in a migration compared 
to taking an action where no migration happens. Migration cost = 1  rewards 
R(s, a) = Table 6.5. As the rewards are represented as MOS values, we employ a 
lower bound on the reward at 0, as the MOS value −1 is undefined.

Fig. 6.15  Example application and scenarios modeled using a MDP
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s/s′ 1 2 3 4

1 0 0 p q
2 0 0 p q
3 p q 0 0
4 p q 0 0

Table 6.4  P(s, a = ‘migrate’, s′)

s/s′ 1 2 3 4

1 p q 0 0
2 p q 0 0
3 0 0 p q
4 0 0 p q

Table 6.3  P(s, a = ‘nothing’, s′)
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The solution to the MDP is a decision policy π(s), which specifies which action a 
to take in state s. By definition, the solution is a optimal policy in the sense that fol-
lowing the policy maximizes the expected reward of being in a state on a long-term 
basis. To calculate the reward, the following function is maximized

and the policy to use for making decisions is found using

Here, γ is a discounting factor, 0 < γ ≤ 1, in this example set to 0.9.
For the simple two-mode, two-action problem described here, with the rewards 

as specified and the value spectrum for p, the optimal decision policies are depicted 
in Fig. 6.16.

V (s, a) = R(s, a) + γ
∑

s′

P (s, a, s ′)V (s ′, a)

π (s) = arg max
a

{
R(s, a) + γ

∑

s′

P (s, a, s ′)V (s ′, a)

}
.

Fig. 6.16  Decision policies as given by solving the MDP, for different values of p
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s/a Nothing Migrate
1 4 3
2 0 0
3 3 2
4 1 0

Table 6.5  Rewards R(s, a) 
for the example application 
calculated from the utility 
functions
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The result shows that the optimal decision, i.e. the one that maximizes the ex-
pected utility, depends on the value of p and not just the state of the network, in 
this example normal or congested. If we define the network states in the MDP by 
the packet drop rate from the score based example, we see the differences between 
the two approaches. In the score-based approach, we can define a threshold around 
which we get certain decisions. If U(HQ) > U(LQ), then we use HQ, otherwise we 
use LQ. Here hysteresis can be applied to avoid transitions too often, which could 
also disturb the user unnecessary. If we define the threshold from the utility func-
tions governing HQ and LQ, we obtain a threshold value where the two graphs 
intersect, around 0.1. This threshold defines the two states N (< 0.1) and C (< 0.1). 
This means that below a packet rate at 0.1, we choose HQ, and above 0.1 we choose 
LQ. In the MDP we add the dimension of the probability of being either state. From 
Fig. 6.16 we see that the MDP is able to capture this feature and use it in the deci-
sion making, whereas the score-based approach is not.

Two approaches can be taken to use the found decision policy; an offline or an 
online version. In the offline version, the MDP is solved beforehand and the policy/
policies are deterministic. The network is assumed to behave as modeled, meaning 
that the transitions between normal and congested state is governed by p for the cho-
sen policy. As an extension, p could be estimated along with the current state s, and the 
(p,s) combination could by lookup be used to first determine the policy, and next to 
determine the action to take. In the online version, the MDP is re-calculated, or solved, 
at given time intervals, incorporating the knowledge from the observed context.

One thing that needs to be considered in order to implement the model-based 
approach is that MDPs assume known state of the system, so any uncertainties of 
the observation process complicates the process either by extending the model to 
include true and observed state (which would require constraints on the solution, as 
the true state still cannot be known (Qvist et al. 2007)) or by using a partial observ-
able MDP (POMDP) (Cassandra et al. 1995), which integrate uncertainty directly 
in the model as probability distributions over states.

6.9  Mobility Support

The Mobility Support module is defined as “the support provided for the user to 
continue working while mobile, moving from one place to another”, and also “the 
ability to continue the user’s current service seamlessly across multiple devices”. 
The OPEN Mobility Support is mainly concerned with:

• Terminal mobility: The user’s ability to take his terminal, move across heteroge-
neous networks, and continue to have access to the same set of subscribed services.

• Session mobility: The user’s ability to maintain an active session while switch-
ing between terminals. For example, a user may join a multi-party teleconference 
session using his PC at work. When he leaves to go home, he can switch the ses-
sion to his mobile phone without interruption, and can continue participating in 
the conference during his walk home.

6 Service Migration Network Support
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6.9.1   Requirements for Mobility Support Module

The requirements for Mobility Support module depend on the type of applications. 
For example, some Internet applications do support resuming at application level 
when mobility or migration has occurred. Such resuming capability can offer the 
needed functionality that Mobility Support would have provided. However, not all 
application servers are OPEN-aware, and not all of them support resume at appli-
cation level. Therefore, the Mobility Support module must make network changes 
transparent to non OPEN aware applications, meaning terminal and session mobil-
ity should be handled whenever the application itself is not able to handle this. 
Furthermore, the Mobility Support must not break applications which are able to 
handle mobility themselves.

6.9.2   Terminal Mobility

Terminal mobility has been receiving much research attention in the past years, 
and therefore a number of solutions already exist, for example the Mobile Internet 
Protocol (MIP), the mobile Stream Control Transmission Protocol (mSCTP) and 
the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). In this section, they are briefly discussed, and 
a solution will be chosen to support terminal mobility in OPEN.

6.9.2.1  The Mobile Internet Protocol

Mobile Internet Protocol is designed to allow a mobile device to roam between 
different administrative domains (sub network), and yet maintaining the same IP 
address. This is done by introducing the Home Agent (HA), a static network router 
at the home network of the Mobile Node (MN), to defend the MN’s home address 
while the MN is roaming. Packets sent to the MN’s home address shall be tunneled 
to the MN, using the MN’s foreign addresses, which are given to the MN by the 
foreign networks. The MN updates its foreign address record at the HA by sending 
Binding Update (BU) message every time it obtain a new address, or the current 
binding has expired.

6.9.2.2  The Mobile Stream Control Transmission Protocol

Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) is a new reliable transport protocol, 
featuring ‘multi-streaming’ and ‘multi-homing’. ‘Multi-streaming’ refers to the ca-
pability of SCTP to transmit several independent streams of chunks in parallel, for 
example transmitting Web page images together with the Web page text. ‘Multi-
homing’ means one (or both) endpoints of a connection can consist of more than one 
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IP interface, enabling possible failover between redundant network paths. Connec-
tion between two SCTP endpoints is referred to as an association.

RFC 5061 defines Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) Dynamic Ad-
dress Reconfiguration, which allows an SCTP stack to:

• dynamically add an IP address to an SCTP association,
• dynamically delete an IP address from an SCTP association, and
• to set the primary address the peer will use when sending to an endpoint.

Such extension makes SCTP a candidate for mobility support in OPEN. In (Seok 
et al. 2004), it is referred to as Mobile SCTP (mSCTP), and the mSCTP’s soft-
handover is defined:

• Terminal obtains new IP address at new location
• Adding this new IP address to SCTP association
• Changing the primary IP address to the new IP address
• Delete the old IP from SCTP association

Such procedure allows the MN to move from one access router to another, and still 
maintain the active connections with client nodes.

6.9.2.3  SIP

The SIP protocol was designed to support establishing, controlling and tearing 
down multimedia sessions at the application layer and is therefore also a candidate 
for solving terminal mobility in OPEN.

As stated in (Wedlund and Schulzrinne 1999), if terminal mobility occurs while 
a SIP session is established, the mobile host will have to send a new INVITE to the 
correspondent host with the same session identifiers as the original SIP session. The 
new IP address should be put in the Contact field of the SIP INVITE message which 
tells the correspondent host where subsequent SIP messages should be sent to. To 
redirect the data flow, the new IP address is indicated in the SDP field where the 
transport address is specified.

The disadvantages of using SIP for terminal mobility is that it requires end-to-
end SIP support at the application layer and that the delay of re-establishing a SIP 
sessions is higher than e.g. MobileIP.

6.9.2.4  Comparison of Terminal Mobility Approaches

As we have pointed out, the above-mentioned approaches allow for the MN to move 
from one sub network to another, while maintain the active connection. However, 
they differ in many aspects, which are summarized in Table 6.6.

When a change of IP address occurs, both MIP, mSCTP and SIP require some 
signaling overhead to update the new IP address: only one BU is needed to update 
the HA in case of MIP approach (the route optimization mechanism of MIP is not 
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discussed here for the sake of simplicity), while multiple updates are required in case 
of mSCTP and SIP, each update per one active mSCTP association or SIP session.

MIP supports all transport protocols, namely UDP, TCP and also SCTP while SIP 
is only guaranteed to support TCP and UDP but can use other transport protocols. 
However, for mSCTP, support of UDP and TCP requires extra tunneling and encap-
sulation, which increases the overhead and computational complexity. All protocols 
support both IPv4 and IPv6.

The approaches also differ in their mode of operation: MIP redirects the traffic 
through the third party (the HA), while mSCTP and SIP sends data directly between two 
hosts. Both operations have pros and cons. End-to-end (or direct) communication is 
faster, less overhead and independent from failure of the third party. However, end-to-
end communication requires that the CN implement the protocol stack (such as mSCTP, 
SIP or MIP—in case of route optimization), which might not be applicable in many 
cases. Since the OPEN Mobility Support aims at also supporting legacy Application 
Server, it is not safe to assume that the AS understands mSCTP, SIP or MIP.

Based on the above comparison and analysis, we choose MIP as terminal mobil-
ity solution for OPEN MSP. It can be implemented transparently to the OPEN MSP, 
from both application and controlling perspectives. The only requirements are the 
MIP stack to be installed at the OPEN-aware client, and the HA is setup at the home 
network, which will defend the client’s home address. No interface is required be-
tween OPEN Migration Server and the MIP stack or the MIP’s HA.

6.9.3   Session Mobility

Unlike the terminal mobility, which can be solved transparently to OPEN MSP, the 
session mobility must be integrated into OPEN to allow for seamless migration pro-
cess. Therefore, this type of mobility will be the main focus in this section.

In this section it is assumed that there is an OPEN MAP present in the network 
path from the Application Server (AS) to the target devices. The Application Server 

Table 6.6  Comparison between MIP, mSCTP and SIP
Mobile IP Mobile SCTP SIP

Support terminal mobility Yes, via binding 
update

Yes, via dynamic address 
reconfiguration

Yes using 
re-INVITE

Number of updates One Multiple (one per SCTP 
association)

Multiple (one per 
SIP association)

Support UDP and TCP Yes Possible, via tunneling Yes
Support IPv4 or IPv6 or 

both
Yes (with dual 

stack)
Yes Yes

Mode of operations Via 3rd party 
(Home Agent)

End-to-end End-to-end

Require protocol support  
at Correspondent Node

No Yes Yes

Require protocol support  
at Mobile Node

Yes Yes Yes
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cannot be assumed to be OPEN aware, while the client applications can be either 
OPEN aware or not.

In (Mohanty and Akyildiz 2007) applications are classified into 5 different cat-
egories according to their mobility management requirements. Because this clas-
sification is too broad (e.g., for different types of mobility), we define a new clas-
sification which focuses on session mobility as following:

• Class A—Applications with no session notion: this class contains all IP-based 
applications that do not require session notion. These include, for example, DNS 
resolution or Ping.

• Class B—Applications with “soft” session: this class contains TCP or UDP-
based applications that do have session, and their sessions can be either short-
lived or long-lived, but in general the cost of re-establishing their sessions is 
low. Here the cost should be measured from various aspects, such as network 
overhead, delay and also customer’s experience. Examples of this class are Web 
browsing, email or telnet session. Some multimedia application, such as video-
on-demand, can also be considered as “soft” session, since the client can request 
the server to resume from a previous position with minimal overhead.

• Class C—Application with “hard” session: this class consists of TCP or UDP-
based applications with long-lived session, and the cost of re-establishing the 
session is relatively high. For example, the cost of re-establishing session of a 
VoIP call is dropped and interrupted communication, or in an online game is a 
game over if the client is disconnected.

Class A and B often do not need session mobility support, since the cost of resuming 
the session is minimal. Session mobility support, however, makes sense for applica-
tions in Class C. The aim of introducing session mobility in OPEN is to reduce the 
cost of re-establishing session for applications in class C.

6.9.3.1  Mobile IP for Session Mobility

The MIP protocol is designed for terminal mobility, and therefore it does not support 
session mobility by default. Assume that there are multiple applications running on 
the Source device, and all of them are connected to Internet from one network inter-
face with a common IP address. Suppose that the user wants to transfer only one appli-
cation and its related network connection(s) to the Target device. If the standard MIP 
is used to redirect traffic from Source device to Target device, all connections from/
to the Source device’s IP—no matter which application they belong to—will be mi-
grated. This is due to the fact that the standard MIP is layer-3 protocol, and it does not 
understand the “data flow” notation. The complete migration of the Source device’s IP 
to new device affect the other applications running on the device, as well as bringing a 
half to communication between the OPEN Migration Server and the device.

Nevertheless, such shortage of MIP can be overcome by using the special MIP 
extensions, namely the “Multiple care-of-address registration” (Wakikawa et al. 
2009) and the “Mobile IPv6 flow routing over multiple care-of-addresses” (Soliman 
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et al. 2009) and (Gundavelli et al. 2009). The former supports mapping of mul-
tiple care-of-address into one home address, and the latter allows distributing data 
flow(s) selectively among those care-of-address. From now on, the extensions plus 
the standard MIP will be referred to as the Extended MIP in this document.

Another issue needed to be solved before the Extended MIP could be used for 
session mobility support in OPEN is the Home Agent’s coverage. In order to re-
direct traffic from Source device to Target device, the two devices must share the 
same Home Agent, which controls the redirection. This might not be the case in 
the OPEN scenario, where the two devices are assumedly located in different IP 
subnets. To force these devices sharing the same Home Agent, a virtual IP subnet 
is proposed in Fig. 6.17. An OPEN-aware Home Agent possesses a pool of IP ad-
dresses, which shall be assigned to both Source and Target devices. The Source de-
vice shall consider this IP address as its home-address, while the IP provided by its 
current subnet is considered as care-of-address. As a result, the network connection 
between the Source device and the Application Server shall always tunnel through 
OPEN-aware Home Agent, and so do the Target device’s connections. Detailed se-
quence diagrams explaining how session mobility using Extended MIP would work 
can be seen in (OPEN D3.4 2010).

The Extended MIP implementation in OPEN is working at the network layer, 
and therefore it is transparent to protocols used by higher layers. It can support both 
TCP and UDP, and also application layer protocol such as HTTP or RTP. Terminal 
mobility is also inherently supported, i.e. this implementation will support both 
terminal and session mobility.

However, there are several disadvantages of this solution. First, there is a scal-
ability issue: the Home Agent must possess a large pool of public IP addresses (or 
ports, in case NAT is used), so that it can assign to each of the OPEN-aware devices. 

Fig. 6.17  OPEN—aware home agent and its virtual subnet
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Secondly, since MIP is a layer-3 solution, it needs modification to support the 
switching at layer 4. For example, it must be able to detect the TCP SYN packet, so 
that it knows when to query the OPEN Migration Server. And it must also be able 
to generate a “fake” TCP SYN ACK to reply to client, if a switch of flow was done, 
and no actual new connection was made. Thirdly, the switch of flow for session 
mobility support is fundamentally different from the standard terminal mobility: the 
switch of flow process involves two MNs with different home addresses and care-
of-addresses, which means its care-of-address and home address are both changed. 
As a result, the HA cannot simply tunnel the packet from the Application Server 
to the target device, like it does in case of terminal mobility. The HA must be able 
to modify the destination address of the packet to set the new home address. This 
process might compromise the integrity of IP packet sent between the Application 
Server and the device.

6.9.3.2  Proxy-Based Solution for Session Mobility

In this section, we consider the proxy-based solution to provide Session Mobility Sup-
port for the OPEN MSP. An OPEN-aware proxy is placed in the network path between 
the Application Server (AS) and user’s devices, allowing data flow to be switched 
from one device to the other during migration. There are several types of proxy server:

1. Network Address Translator: this device operates at the network layer of the 
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model. It basically maps IP addresses from 
one address realm to another, providing transparent routing to end hosts.

 An extension of NAT is Network Address and Port Translator (NAPT), which 
operates at the transport layer of the OSI model. NAPT allows a number of pri-
vate hosts to be multiplexed into a single public IP address using transporting 
identifiers (e.g. TCP and UDP port numbers, ICMP query identifiers). Typically, 
NAPT functionality is implemented at the end-point gateway, which interfaces 
the local network and the public network.

2. Application layer proxy server: an application-layer proxy sends requests to the 
application server, and then receives responses on behalf of the client. HTTP and 
SOCKS proxy are the most common application-layer proxy:

− HTTP proxy (or web proxy) focuses on HTTP traffic. It only works with 
HTTP requests and responses.

− SOCKS is an Internet protocol that facilitates the routing of network packets 
between client-server applications via a proxy. It provides a handshaking pro-
cedure to inform the proxy about the connection the client is trying to make, 
and therefore the client can use any form of TCP or UDP socket connections. 
There are several versions of SOCKS, but our interest is SOCKS v5 because 
it supports authentication, IPv6 and UDP.

The NAPT solution only works if the Source and Target devices are located within 
the same subnet, under the coverage of an OPEN-aware NAPT router. In OPEN 
scenarios, the two devices are more likely to be located in different IP subnets, 
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which can be different access techniques (e.g. GPRS, WLAN or Ethernet etc). To 
support this a virtual subnet with IP tunneling would have to be used, with the same 
problems associated as described for Extended MIP. Also, NAT based networks 
does not scale well since there is only a limited number of available ports to use. 
Therefore, we only discuss the usage of application-layer proxy to provide Session 
Mobility Support for the OPEN MSP, especially the SOCKS proxy.

Figure 6.18 illustrates the migration process with SOCKS-based proxy. Every 
time a device sends a SOCKS CONNECT request to the proxy, it will query the 
OPEN Migration Server (MS) to check whether this is a migrated connection. The 
OPEN MS can look into its list of current migration processes, and then make the 
correct decision. If the OPEN MS confirms, the SOCKS proxy will not make new 
connection to the AS on behalf of the Target Device, but it will switch the Source 
Device‘s connection to the AS to the Target Device. A SOCKS REPLY OK will 
be sent back to the Target Device to acknowledge the successful establishment of 
the connection. The other end of the connection, the AS, will not be aware of the 
switching making the migration transparent to the AS.

R. Olsen et al.

Fig. 6.18  SOCKS-based session mobility. When a client device initiates a network connection 
it goes through the MAP and if a migration occurs the connection from the MAP to the AS is re-
routed to the target device
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The SOCKS-based session mobility solution has several advantages. First, it 
does not require any extension to the current SOCKS standard, which means that 
we can use any standard SOCKS library at Source and Target devices. Secondly, the 
required modification of SOCKS proxy is internal and relatively less complex than 
that of the MIP-based Home Agent. The SOCKS proxy does not have to inspect 
every packet for TCP SYN, or modify the destination IP address as required by the 
MIP, which results in a more efficient and simpler solution. Therefore, the SOCKS 
proxy shall be selected as session mobility solution in OPEN.

6.9.3.3  SIP

SIP has built in mechanisms that can be used to provide session mobility support. 
There are two ways this can be achieved, either via third party call control or by 
using the SIP REFER mechanism.

Third Party Call Control Example In the example (see Fig. 6.19) Alice is in a 
media session with Bob at his mobile device. Now Bob wants to move the session to 
a fixed device instead. Here the third party will be the bob@mobile since it will stop 
being a part of the media session. Bob@mobile sends an INVITE to bob@fixed 
with the session parameters such as IP address for the remote party Alice. Bob@
fixed replies with a 200 OK message containing SDP information, which bob@
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Fig. 6.19  Third party control example using SIP
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mobile can then forward to Alice in another INVITE message. The 200 OK mes-
sage returned from Alice contains the SDP from Alice which can then be forwarded 
to bob@fixed with the ACK message.

The disadvantage of this approach is that bob@mobile has to remain involved 
in the session since this device established the two new SIP sessions, resulting in 
that bob@mobile will have to be contacted to change or terminate the SIP session.

It is also possible for Bob to split the session into components with different 
receivers by establishing more SIP sessions.

SIP REFER Method Using the REFER method of SIP it is possible to transfer a 
SIP session between devices. In the example shown in Fig. 6.20 Bob@mobile sends 
a REFER message to Alice, which states that she should contact bob@fixed. Alice 
then negotiates a SIP session with bob@fixed using the normal INVITE procedure.

It is also possible that bob@mobile sends the REFER to bob@fixed instead.
If the session should be split into multiple parts, bob has to invite both e.g. 

bob@audio and bob@video.
A set of detailed sequence diagrams demonstrating a full SIP session mobility 

migration can be seen in (OPEN D3.4 2010).

SIP in OPEN A common SIP setup is illustrated in Fig. 6.21. Two SIP User Agents 
(UA) need to establish a media session. First UA 1 will register in the local network 

R. Olsen et al.

Fig. 6.20  Transferring SIP sessions using the REFER method
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by sending a SIP REGISTER message to the registration server. The information 
about the location of the SIP user is then sent to and stored at a location server for 
later retrieval by SIP proxies. Both UA1 and UA2 are preconfigured to utilize the 
proxies present in their domains. The proxy will typically authenticate the UA and 
may pull up a profile of the user and apply outbound routing services.

When UA1 initiates a SIP dialog with UA2 it will use the SIP proxy present in the 
local network, which will look up a proxy server in the other domain using DNS SRV 
queries. This (inbound) proxy will then be able to route the SIP messages to the re-
ceiving UA using the location information registered for the user. Unless the “Record-
Route” field is used, further SIP messages are sent directly between the two UAs.

Since it is chosen that OPEN should not change anything for the Application 
Servers, the OPEN platform can communicate with either a SIP enabled AS or a 
non-SIP AS.

Session Mobility Analysis Conclusion Using SIP for session mobility when the AS 
does not support SIP is similar to the other proxy based solutions in that a SIP UA 
will terminate the SIP signaling path before the traffic is exchanged with the AS. 
However if the AS does support SIP, SIP becomes an advantage since the data traf-
fic can be exchanged directly between the SIP end-points (OPEN client and AS). 
SIP also has the advantage that it operates at the application layer and is therefore 
independent of the transport protocol.

It is chosen to use a SOCKSv5 proxy based solution for session mobility support 
in OPEN, since the SOCKSv5 protocol implementation is much simpler than SIP 
(one proxy vs. lots of SIP entities) and since SOCKSv5 is already directly supported 
in many applications. This means that unless the SOCKSv5 protocol is extended, ses-
sion mobility can only be provided completely for TCP and UDP based applications.

6 Service Migration Network Support

Fig. 6.21  A common SIP setup
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6.9.4   Architecture of Mobility Support Module

Based on the analysis a concrete architecture for the Mobility Support module in 
OPEN is proposed here. The architecture is illustrated in Fig. 6.22 and consists 
of: (a) OPEN Migration Server, where device discovery and migration logic are 
performed, and (b) OPEN-aware Mobility Anchor Point, where terminal and ses-
sion mobility are handled. The Mobility Anchor Point is the OPEN-aware SOCKS 
proxy, which acts as a “fixed” network point for the mobile device. Prior to data 
transmission, the device shall register with the OPEN Migration Server and the 
Mobility Anchor Point (MAP).

Figure 6.23 illustrates the interfaces between the Mobility Support and the other 
components and modules in the OPEN MSP. Note that the Mobility Support module 
consists of Mobility Support Adapter, which resides at the OPEN client, and Mo-
bility Support Component, which is located in the OPEN Server. Each interface is 
marked with a number, and they are described in detailed as follows:

1. Interface to Application on client-side: the Mobility Support Adapter provides a 
socket API to the application which wraps network calls into SOCKS, and the 
application should use this API instead of operation system’s standard socket 
API, so that it can exploit the mobility support functionality.

2. Interface towards MAP: this interface is used by Mobility Support Adapter to 
send SOCKS request to the MAP on behalf of the application.

3. Interface between the Migration Orchestration and the application: this interface 
allows the Migration Orchestration to get and set the application state, which 
includes the information on the required network connections.

4. Interface between the Migration Orchestration and Mobility Support Compo-
nent: this interface is for the Migration Orchestration to inform the Mobility Sup-
port Component which connection needs to be migrated. The Mobility Support 

Fig. 6.22  The elements for mobility support in OPEN
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Component maintains a list of connections awaiting migration, and it will refer 
to this list to answer the MAP’s query.

5. Interface between the MAP and the Mobility Support Component: this inter-
face allows the MAP to confirm with the Mobility Support module whether it 
should perform migration on a specific connection request. If the Mobility Sup-
port Component says yes, the MAP will start switching the source device’s data 
flow with the target device’s one, so that traffic from the AS will be redirected to 
the target device.

6. Interface from MAP to AS: This is normal TCP or UDP connection from MAP 
to the Application Server, or vice versa, which the MAP creates on behalf of the 
application.
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